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The main instructions are as follows:

1.	The most important instruction for making bench top is that person should build a frame for his/her
bench top. After deciding the frame for bench tops, person should place the frame on top of the
plywood.

2.	Secondly, person should tap the main sides of bench tops with the hammer. Person should cut at
least four pieces of bench tops.

3.	Last important instruction for making bench tops is that person should remove the different forms
and then polish the bench tops.

Basically, these are important and main instructions for making bench tops. Now we will discuss that
how person clean bench tops. According to the research that bench tops are considered to be
appealing and attractive piece of furniture. There are various types of bench tops are available in
the market. Here we will explain important instructions for cleaning bench tops. The main
instructions are as follows:

1.	Firstly, person should clean his/her bench top frequently. Person should use stone soap or dish
soap in order to clean the bench top on daily basis. Person should make sure that the rinse of
bench top should be clean properly.

2.	Secondly, person should mix one cup of flour along with teaspoons of dish washing liquid fro
making paste. Then person should apply paste on stain of bench top.

3.	Last important and main instruction is that person should try the same instructions for cleaning
bench tops. Apart from these instructions, person should use hydrogen peroxide.

Finally, we can say that these are considered to be important and main instructions for making and
cleaning bench tops. If person purchase any type of bench top then person should implement the
above mentioned instructions. Hence, we can say that by implementing these instructions
successfully person can easily clean his/her bench top. In the whole conclusion we can say that
bench tops are getting very popular for the renovation of kitchen. If person wants to renovate his/her
kitchen then person should purchase best kitchen bench tops. Kitchen bench tops are getting very
popular for the renovation of kitchen.

There are various types of bench tops are available such as stone bench tops, timber bench tops,
stainless steel bench tops and concrete bench tops. Before choosing or selecting any kitchen bench
top, person should select the right and best combination of colours and different materials. It is very
important to choose the most appropriate bench top for kitchen. These days, person finds the wide
range of kitchen bench tops in different materials, colours and styles. If you want to make your
kitchen stylish and decent then you should purchase best bench tops and should keep them clean
on regular basis.
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